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linux tty devices driver? how do i install a driver in linux? How do I
install a driver for my USB keyboard in Linux? How do I install an
Atheros 7265 usb wireless driver in Linux? How do I install a driver
for a Marvell Yukon ethernet card in Linux? How do I get a WiFi
driver for my integrated card? A: What is a Wi-Fi driver? A Wi-Fi
(IEEE 802.11) driver is a piece of software to communicate with an
802.11 radios and its antennas. It performs a lot of operations:
transmitting and receiving on radio channels radio scanning joining
an ad-hoc network connecting to an access point Wi-Fi, and its
development, has progressed a lot in recent times. After the release
of Wi-Fi based on 802.11n protocol (802.11n-2009), software for
managing 802.11n radios became available and gained popularity.
But, there is one thing which Wi-Fi drivers didn't change: They do
not transmit data on radio channels but only perform commands. So,
Wi-Fi drivers' firmware should be installed on your USB radio board.
Understanding Wi-Fi drivers Just like most other drivers, Wi-Fi
drivers have a configuration file. This file is located in
/etc/modprobe.d and it has a name like wl.conf. Your Wi-Fi driver is
the file with that name. By default, there is no file with such name.
How do I add a Wi-Fi driver to kernel? There are three ways to add
Wi-Fi drivers to the kernel. 1st way: Using module_param() If you
don't have any need of certain Wi-Fi driver, there is no need to load it
into the kernel. Before loading this driver, an administrator may use
the module_param() function to configure this driver. This
module_param() will set a boolean value to 1 when the administrator
has need of that Wi-Fi driver. In that case, when Wi-Fi driver is
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being loaded, Wi-Fi parameters set by this function will be used to
configure the driver. 2nd way: Using a driver's init function When
you have a driver with a certain init function, you may use this init
function to load this driver into the kernel. The init function
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